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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper focuses on the problem of designing a control scheme with discrete 
transfer function based on ARX model. One of the main objectives is to show how to 
identify the structure of ARX model as well as how to estimate the model’s parameters. It 
is shown that the method proposed to tackle the above tasks make it possible to obtain a 
suitably accurate mathematical description of the system. This description allows 
developing a technique of system identification in regional economic system. Another 
objective is related with an application-oriented study regarding the proposed approaches. 
In particular, the paper presents the results concerning the application of the techniques 
for the regional economic system. The result shows that the method can realize the 
control of the regional economic development, and track the trace of the regional 
economic competitiveness dynamically. 
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INTRODUCTION 

  
Regional economic system is very complicated. The dynamic process has evident 

nonlinear features. Lots of models such as Time Series, Regression and Econometric 
Model which has linear features, can describe the relation between system input and 
output. However, the system reflects the relation about simple cause and effect. Thus, the 
system is the “product” of Newton mechanical causation theory. Great progress of 
regional economic system model has been made by scholars in this field within decades. 
Besides the achievement in transportation and space interaction model, other kinds of 
models have made a mighty advance. But it should be pointed out that lots of data and 
model construction skills of these models are based on the precondition of the assumption 
of real and reliable information. Actually, much data are ‘weak’ in this assumption, for 
instance, data measured by ‘ordinal number’ or nominal measurement. Thus, a complete 
set of technology (Multiple Dimensional Scaling, Ordinal Regression Analysis, Data 
Type Analysis, Logit and Probit Analysis, PLS and Lisrel Model, General Linear Model 
etc.) dealing with these ‘weak’ data has been rapidly developed recently(Peter 
Nijkamp,2001)”. Nevertheless, there are still setbacks in these regional economic system 
models. We find that on the one hand, more and more variables are putted in regional 
economic system model; the structure of the model is getting more complex; the 
construction of the model is becoming more difficult. On the other hand, the implication 
of the model is just passable. It is necessary to blaze a different trail to construct regional 
economic system model in accordance with reality (Zhu ZH, 2005). 

At present, nonlinear system is a hot point in System Engineering Field. Nonlinear 
Multiple ARX Model is applied in researches of Modal Identification (GaoWC et al 
2003), Fault Detection (Zhang P et. Al 2000). The Identification Method of ARX Model 
and Extended Models are also becoming mature, for instance, Yi Ma, René Vidal(2005) 

proposed a method to acquire the algebraic linear solution to ARX Model. The 
integration of ARX Model and Fuzzy Control or Artificial Neural Network formed some 
new schemes of System Identification(Mechaqrane A. Zouak M. 2004; Aleksandar Lj. 
Juloski 2005; Bertil Thomas, Mohsen Soleimani-Mohseni 2006; Nelles O. 2001). These 
schemes are universally applied in the study of Complex System.  Furthermore, Matlab 
“System Identification” Toolbox provides support for this research. Fuzzy control theory 
is applied in the field of engineering and medical extensively. For instance, Obeli C. et 
al.(1999) developed an expert system that could make alarms by integration of seven vital 
signs monitored on-line from cardiac surgical patients. Wu J. et al. (2005) demonstrate an 
example of using Artificial Intelligent in solving problems with complex and uncertain 
features in communication networks. Hadjimichael M.(2002) presents fuzzy expert 
system MEDEX, for forecasting gale-force winds in the Mediterranean. However, 
besides the basic work in the regional economic research, the deeper research with the 
application of fuzzy control theory has not been launched yet. The comprehensive 
evaluation of regional economic power is a work, which has more policy and principle 
meaning, so the scientific method should be adopted. Artificial evaluation method was 
applied several years ago. This method emphasized on quality analysis, which has more 
subjective element and lacks scientific analysis. Recently, Component Analysis and AHP 
method enhance the objective of the evaluation method, but they ignore the dynamic 
comparison of the evaluation result. AHP method regards eigen-vector responding to the 
largest eigen-value as the weightness of evaluation by comparison between two 
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evaluation indices elements among all indices. It based on policymaker’s preference, and 
ignored the objective interrelation among all indices. Component Analysis is on the basis  
of interrelation among all indices. It picks up several interdependent comprehensive 
variables, after making all indices convergence. Then it regards comprehensive variable’s 
scores of sample as the evaluation basis. It relies on the sampling indices data thoroughly, 
so it can not reflect the policymaker’s preference. In brief, although there some 
fundamental researches(Zheng S et al 2007; Zheng S et al 2008a; Zheng S et al 2008b; 
Zheng S et al 2009),  the work which employed intelligent control in a complete scheme 
for a regional economic system has not been launched. 

Several attempts have been made by our project team to realize intelligent control 
for a regional economic system such as the fuzzy logic, the fuzzy neural network, the 
genetic algorithm, the particle swarm optimization etc.. However, there are still some 
obstacles which should be conquered(Vassiliadis V, Dounias G 2009). The mainly 
obstacle is that the aforementioned methods can hardly deal with the regional economic 
controlling independently. Our fuzzy control scheme can acquired better control accuracy. 
But it has steady-state errors, limited adaptive ability and ineffective learning mechanism. 
Meanwhile, optimization efficiency of the membership function in fuzzy neural control is 
a long term question. During this period, if we can find an optimization model, and then 
design a classical controller based on that model, it will be conduced to finding a perfect 
scheme for the intelligent control for a regional economic system.  

There are many methods available in OR area(Ye ZM 2007; Shoorehdeli MA, 
Teshnehlab M, Sedigh AK  2009). Among them, ARX parametric model can handle a 
nonlinear system like a regional economic system effectively (Peng H, Wu J. 2009; Peng 
H, Yang ZJ, Gui WH, et al. 2007).It is a kind of “black box” method (Peng H, Yang ZJ, 
Gui WH, et al 2007). The mechanism of the system is not needed, when an ARX 
parametric model is constructed. Model construction is very easy. In these aspects, it is 
superior to the “white box” and “grey box” method. The model is very intuitive 
compared with some “black box” methods such as the neural network and the fuzzy 
neural network etc.. 

The purpose of this paper is to show how to identify the structure of ARX model as 
well as how to estimate the model’s parameters. Another purpose is related with an 
application-oriented study regarding the proposed approaches. Therefore, we make a 
comparison among several methods proposed by the author. The final aim of the research 
is to track the regional economic development dynamically, and realize its fuzzy control. 
The contribution of this paper shows that system identification and classical controller is 
useful in constructing regional economic system model and dynamically controlling the 
regional economic system. 

 
SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION METHOD 

 
2.1 System input and output 
 

Classical economic theory takes the analysis of regional competitiveness as the most 
important aspect in understanding the operation of regional economic system. Generally, 
the enhancement of regional economic competitiveness depends on the transformation of 
the productive elements. The transformation means the changes not only in quantity but 
also in quality. So the present research adopts Romer’s Economic Growth Model, 
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TSCSREG (Time Series Cross Section Regression) in describing the changes of regional 
economy. However, this kind of model is linear and empirical one. The description of 
such models is lack of accuracy and reason. A substitution is to describe the relationship 
between indices of regional economic element and competitiveness. In other words, the 
method is to describe the system by means of the inputting indices and the outputting 
competitiveness. We have already completed this work in our previous research. This 
thought is to integrate the experts’ knowledge (for example, evaluating index weightness) 
into the evaluation of regional competitiveness. If the experts’ knowledge is relatively 
correct, the relationship between system input and output is relatively correct. In view of 
these above-mentioned, this paper regards Regional Competitiveness Core-elements as 
system input No.1 and Regional Competitiveness Auxiliary elements as system input 
No.2, and regards Regional Competitiveness as system output, so that the system feature 
can be described effectively. 

 
2.2 ARX model 
 

Parametric model is a kind of mathematical model, such as Difference Equation, 
Differential Equation and Space-Statement Equation etc. Among these models, we 
believe that ARX Model is the best one in describing regional economic system. The 
reason is as follows: Firstly, Space-Statement Equation Model can describe this kind of 
system, and it needs so much data which can hardly be found in our research. Secondly, 
regional competitiveness is a discrete variable. For example, if there is a change on 
regional administration policy, a new regional competitiveness will appear. As we know 
that Differential Equation can only describe the relationship among continuous variables. 
So this kind of models cannot be used. Thirdly, since Multiple AR Model can hardly use 
the data to estimate the parameters of the regional economic competitiveness elements in 
the same time point, and that it cannot preserve the this kind of model is also excluded. 
The simulation data of tested ARX Model not only has the same correlation as model 
construction data, but also has the same distribution characteristics. ARX Model is as 
follows:  

 

 
 
In equation (1), A(q−1 ) 、B(q−1 ) is the parameters of the model, i.e. lagged operator 

or translation operator polynomial. k n is the system latency. ARX Model is the dynamic 
model described by Difference Equation. A(q−1 ) 、B(q−1 ) can be estimated by System 
Identifica$tion. Thus, the regional nonlinear system will have the definite forms. 

 
2.3 Parametric estimation process 
 

Parametric estimation is the process which estimates the parameters of ARX Model 
by error criterion. The mature methods are Least Square Method and Improved Least 
Square Method (Charmet G. et al1998) (Generalized Least Square Method (Arif M. et al 
1999) and Extended Least Square Method). Other methods include Error Predict 
Estimation Method, IV Estimation Method (Cedervall M. et al 1996)and Mathematical 
Approximation Method, such as Forward-backward Method, Yule-Walker Method 
(Haubruge S. et al 1998) , Burg Method (Subasil A. 2005), and Geometric Lattice 
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Method (Nyman K. L. 2005). Parametric estimation of ARX Model can be realized by 
MATLAB Toolbox. 

 
THE APPLICATION OF SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION 

METHOD 
 
3.1 The preliminary result and advantage of ARX model parametric estimation 
 

Tapping indent command in MATLAB workspace, and loading 26 pairs of nominal 
measurement data, which represents regional competitiveness core elements and auxiliary 
elements respectively, then we select estimation method of parametric models. The 
preliminary estimation result shows: when model order is 4[4 4][1 1], loss function is 
0.00010709. Akaike FPE (final predict error) is 0.00029066. This ARX441 Model is: 

 
Among them, 

 
Compared with other models mentioned above, ARX Model has some advantages, 

such as simple model structure, lower requirements for data (this method needs few data), 
similarity to the regional economic system or corresponding with regional economic 
system. Furthermore, this model has an important advantage that it can describe 
un-certainty and un-accuracy (i.e. fuzzy) system, since it has integrated the experts’ 
knowledge into the nominal measurement data. In short, it is a good tool for the 
identification of the society and economic system. 
 
3.2 Selection of model structure 
 

What the most important is to select the reasonable model structure parameter in 
system identification. In this paper, reasonable selection of the order in the ARX Model 
plays an important role. Applying ARXSTRUC function and GUI (graphical user 
interface) of MATLAB Toolbox, we can get the following interface (see figure 1). 

 
Fig. 1 shows that black bode has the best goodness-of-fit. It is the best model 

structure. This ARX Model is: 
 

                              (3) 
Loss function is 0.0001485 and Akaike FPE is 0.00018724 in this model. This model 
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has the simplest structure. Compared with ARX411 Model mentioned above, its loss 
function is higher than ARX411 Model (ARX441 model’s loss function is 0.00010709 
and ARX117 model’s loss function is 0.0001485). However, its FPE is lower than 
ARX411 Model (ARX441 model’s FPE is 0.00029066，ARX117 model’s FPE is 
0.00018724).  

 
Figure 1: Selection of ARX Model Structure 

 

 
 
3.3 Comparison between parametric estimation methods 
 

The models mentioned above select a single method (Least Square Method) for 
Parametric Estimation. So we should seek a good estimation method in all kinds of 
mature methods. MATLAB Toolbox provides this function. IV Estimation Method is 
another mature method in Estimation of ARX Model. In this section, IV Estimation 
Method has been selected. Through lots of calculation, ARX117 model has been gotten 
in the following form: 

 

                      （4） 
 
Loss function is 0.00013406 and Akaike FPE is 0.00016903 in this model. 

Compared with Least Square Method Estimation, its loss function and Akaike FPE is 
lower. (model (3)’s loss function is 0.0001485 and its FPE 为0.00018724). Thus, IV 
Estimation Method is better than Least Square Method in ARX Model Estimation. Model 
(4) is the final system identification result for the regional economic system. 
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Figure 2: Input1’s Design of Single Input Single Output Controller 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Input2’s Design of Single Input Single Output Controller 
 

 
 

SIMULATION OF ARX PARAMETRIC MODEL 
 
4.1 Transformation of discrete transfer function from ARX model 
 

According to the control system identification practice, ARX Model can be 
transformed into discrete transfer function. Equation (4 ) can be transformed as follows: 

 

 
 
4.2 Constructing control model based on transfer function 
 

Equation (5) can be rewritten in following form: 
z = {[-1], [-0.5]; [0], [-2]}; 
p = [− 0.8131 ,0;0,−0.8131 ]; 
k = [− 0.1022,0;0,0.0826]; 
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Transfer function can be transformed into zero pole gain model. Using the following 
command: 

 
G = zpk(z, p, k) 
 
4.3 Applying the GUI to design the controller based on transfer function 
 

We can get two controllers by using sisotool in control box in Matlab.  
 

Figure 4: Classical Fuzzy Evaluation Result 
 

 
 

4.4 Auto Realization of Classical Controller 
 
Using “Draw Simulink Controller” in “tool” menu, two Simulink control model can be 
gotten. Parallel connection of the two models can make it describe the multi-inputs and 
multi-outputs condition of the above ARX model. The comparison between Fig.4 and 
Fig.5 shows that the result of the design is effective after simulating the Simulink model. 

 
Figure 5: Simulation Result of the Controller Based on ARX Model 
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Figure 6: Regional Economic Evaluation System Simulation Output Curve 
（19 rules simulation result） 

 
 
4.5 Comparison between the classical control and other methods 
 

26 pairs of data of regional economic competitiveness elements were loaded from 
workspace and READFIS (‘rule1.fis‘) command were applied to load the fuzzy controller 
of the first group of rules (19 sentences). After designing the simulation model, the 
simulation output curve (see Fig.6) can be gotten. The result of regional competitiveness 
sequence acquired from simulation controlled under 19 sentences is in accordance with 
classical regional economic fuzzy evaluation. However, it was underestimated. It shows 
that the design of the first group of rules can track the trace of regional economic 
competitive-ness. But the result gotten from this controller is not satisfactory.  

READFIS(‘rule2.fis‘) command was applied to load the fuzzy controller of the 
second group of rules (5 sentences). After designing the simulation model, the simulation 
output curve (see Fig.7) also can be gotten. It shows that the second group of fuzzy 
control rules can track the regional economic competitiveness exactly (see Fig. 7). The 
result of regional competitiveness sequence acquired from simulation controlled under 5 
sentences can realize the alarm function in the area with high regional economic 
competitiveness, and can control the regional economic competitiveness under real time 
condition in the area with low regional economic competitiveness. 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
This paper discusses how to use system identification method in regional economic 
system. It presents a new idea of system identification based on fuzzy evaluation. It 
applies with parametric estimation to analyze data of the input and the output in the 
nonlinear system, and selects a regional economic system model from lots of nonlinear 
models by system identification method. The result is that ARX117 model is the best one 
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Figure 7: Regional Economic Evaluation System Simulation Output Curve 

（5 rules simulation result） 
 

 
 

and the IV estimation method is suggested to be used. Since this ARX model can reflect 
the complex feature of regional economic system by integration of experts’ knowledge, 
we can design the most reasonable fuzzy controller for the regional system according to 
the ARX model. Thus, this paper also lays a reasonable foundation on fuzzy control of a 
regional economic system. 

Future research on the utility of the ARX parametric model is also warranted. One 
work is that several control models will be designed based on the ARX parametric model 
to reduce the steady-state errors. The other work is to design a scheme to complement 
fuzzy control and fuzzy neural network control of a regional economic system. These 
researches is meaningful for the rapidly realization of the intelligent administration on 
Chinese regional economic.     

This research was limited by virtue of the fact that a small amount of the sample was 
used to identify the ARX parametric model. It was also limited to a wide range of the 
samples. The lack of specific is another limitation. A specific set of data should be used 
to identify a model of a specific region, e.g. Northern east in China. Despite these 
limitations, this research changes the previous understanding of a regional economic 
system. It constructs a control model based on mathematical model. Employing the ARX 
parametric model, other researchers can make a deeper research on the relevant area 
about regional economic management. For instance, In order to make researches more 
practicality, the PD/PID control based on ARX model can be employed. Large amount of 
data also can be used to find a model with high accuracy. 

At present, a software package is also needed for verifying the method in this paper. 
We have already designed one package for this aim. More limitations and advantages of 
this method can be found in our future research.  
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